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P. Dasgupta, P.P. Chakrabarti, J.K. Deka and S. Sankaranarayanan, Min-max
computation tree logic
This paper introduces a branching time temporal query language called Min-max CTL which is
similar in syntax to the popular temporal logic, CTL. However unlike CTL, Min-max CTL can
express timing queries on a timed model. We show that interesting timing queries involving a
combination of min and max can be expressed in Min-max CTL. While model checking using most
timed temporal logics is PSPACE-complete or harder, we show that many practical timing queries,
where we are interested in the worst case or best case timings, can be answered in polynomial time
by querying the system using Min-max CTL.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
J. He and X. Yao, Drift analysis and average time complexity of evolutionary
algorithms
The computational time complexity is an important topic in the theory of evolutionary algorithms
(EAs). This paper reports some new results on the average time complexity of EAs. Based on drift
analysis, some useful drift conditions for deriving the time complexity of EAs are studied, including
conditions under which an EA will take no more than polynomial time (in problem size) to solve
a problem and conditions under which an EA will take at least exponential time (in problem size)
to solve a problem. The paper first presents the general results, and then uses several problems as
examples to illustrate how these general results can be applied to concrete problems in analyzing
the average time complexity of EAs. While previous work only considered (1 + 1) EAs without
any crossover, the EAs considered in this paper are fairly general, which use a finite population,
crossover, mutation, and selection.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
J.F. Horty and M.E. Pollack, Evaluating new options in the context of existing plans
This paper contributes to the foundations of a theory of rational choice for artificial agents in
dynamic environments. Our work is developed within a theoretical framework, originally due to
Bratman, that models resource-bounded agents as operating against the background of some current
set of intentions, which helps to frame their subsequent reasoning. In contrast to the standard theory
of rational choice, where options are evaluated in isolation, we therefore provide an analysis of
situations in which the options presented to an agent are evaluated against a background context
provided by the agent’s current plans—commitments to future activities, which may themselves be
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only partially specified. The interactions between the new options and the background context can
complicate the task of evaluating the option, rendering it either more or less desirable in context than
it would have been in isolation.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
J. Dix, S. Kraus and V.S. Subrahmanian, Temporal agent programs
The “agent program” framework introduced by Eiter, Subrahmanian and Pick (Artificial Intelligence
108 (1–2) 1999), supports developing agents on top of arbitrary legacy code. Such agents are
continuously engaged in an “eventoccurs→ think→ act→ event occurs . . .” cycle. However, this
framework has two major limitations:
(1) all actions are assumed to have no duration, and
(2) all actions are taken now, but cannot be scheduled for the future.
In this paper, we present the concept of a “temporal agent program” (tap for short) and show that
using taps, it is possible to build agents on top of legacy code that can reason about the past and
about the future, and that can make temporal commitments for the future now. We develop a formal
semantics for such agents, extending the concept of a status set proposed by Eiter et al., and develop
algorithms to compute the status sets associated with temporal agent programs. Last, but not least, we
show how taps support the decision making of collaborative agents.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
M. Stumptner and F. Wotawa, Diagnosing tree-structured systems
This paper introduces the TREE/TREE* algorithm for computing minimal diagnoses for tree
structured systems. Diagnoses are computed by descending into the tree, enumerating the input
combinations that might be responsible for a given incorrect observation, and combining the
diagnoses for the subtrees generating these inputs into diagnoses for the whole system. Algorithm
TREE diagnoses systems containing functional components and algorithm TREE* diagnoses more
general constraint-based components. We prove soundness and correctness of the algorithms and
show experimental results that indicate that they compare favorably to Reiter’s hitting-set-based
algorithm and El Fattah and Dechter’s SAB. Extensions of the algorithms such as use of fault modes
are discussed.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
A. Laurentini, Topological recognition of polyhedral objects from multiple views
The aspect graph (AG) has been proposed as a viewer-centered tool for object recognition. Although
the aspects could be used for recognition from one image,the full information stored in the AG
(aspects and visual events) suggests a multiple views, possibly active, approach. The topological
nature of the AG also suggests a topological match of images of the unknown object and stored
aspects.
In this paper we present a theoretical investigation on the use of the AG for topological recognition
from multiple views of polyhedral objects. First, we discuss the topological matching process,
and give a suitable topological definition of aspect. Moreover, since topological identification
is approximate, we tackle the problem of understanding the ability of the AG to topologically
discriminate different objects. More precisely, we address the question: how “similar” are two
polyhedra with the same AG? The isomorphism of polyhedra is chosen as reference similarity
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condition. The cases of general and convex polyhedra are discussed under perspective and parallel
projections. In practice, it could be difficult to identify the visual events from the images of
the unknown object. Thus, we also compare isomorphism and the similarity induced by: (i) a
topologically reduced aspect graphs; (ii) the set of topologically different aspects, neglecting visual
events.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
M. Bode, O. Freyd, J. Fisher, F.-J. Niedernostheide and H.-J. Schulze, Hybrid
hardware for a highly parallel search in the context of learning classifiers
T. Horváth and G. Turán, Learning logic programs with structured background
knowledge
C. Ghidini and F. Giunchiglia, Local models semantics, or Contextual Reasoning =
Locality + Compatibility
C.-T. Leung and T.W.S. Chow, Least third-order cumulant method with adaptive
regularization parameter selection for neural networks
